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Assessment #4:  

The Confident  

Leader 



Assessment #4: EQ, Emotional Intelligence  

Complete The Confident Leader Communication Style Profile (below) 

Watch The Confident Leader Slide Deck https://drive.google.com/file/d/

1rCAVDSeUZ5bLlBkAfBJqN6T3XQ741VJv/view?usp=sharing 

Answer the Self Reflection Questions. 
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Please READ CAREFULLY IF YOU ARE COMPLETING ON YOUR 
COMPUTER: 

1. Open the PDF file. In the upper right corner, click markup 

2. Using the pen function on the left, circle your answer for each row.  

3. In the TOTAL row, you can type your answer.  

The CONFIDENT LEADER COMMUNICATION STYLE 
PROFILE Assessment 



I VALUE Time Accolades Facts People/Relatonships

I AM STRESSED 
BY

Not being in control Filling out forms, details, 
administrative tasks

People Who make 
decisions before 

researching 

Mean people 

I LIKE TO Be in competition with self 
and others, win

Be on stage, center of 
attention 

Research and gather 
information to make sense 

of something 

Get to know people, hear 
their story, help them 

reach their goals

I SPECIALIZE IN Getting Results Telling a captivating story Making complex things 
easier to understand 

Building relationships and 
helping  the team win

I WANT TO 
SAVE

Time Effort Reputation Relationships 

I AVOID Long Meetings Things that are boring Impromptu situations Taking a stand on my 
opinions

I STRUGGLE 
WITH 

Being sensitive to other 
people’s ideas and 

opinions 

Listening and not 
dominating conversation

Relaxing and being 
spontaneous 

Confronting people who 
have hurt me

I AM 
PERSUADED BY

Options and Probabilities Testimonials and stories 
from people I admire

Facts, Figures, Statistics Assurances and 
Guarantees it will work out

I AM 
MOTIVATED BY 

Competition/Winning Being in the spotlight Researching and figuring 
out a tough question

Social, relationship 
building  

I NEED Results and Follow up Attention and Validation Verification and  
a clear plan 

Support and Commitment 
to our relationship 

I LISTEN TO 
PEOPLE WHO 
ARE

Efficient and get to the 
point

Interesting and funny Accurate and Concise. Kind, Cooperative, Open 
to other points of view

IN CONFLICT I 
WILL

Become authoritarian Play the victim and pout or 
shoot the messenger

Shut down and disengage Give in and do what you 
want me to do

ENJOY Games, Competition, 
Clear winners and losers

Public Recognition, Titles, 
Tiaras, Awards, Center of 

attention

Take the clock apart and 
put it back together, 

understanding how things 
work

Social interaction, get 
togethers, being with 
people and getting to 

know them

FOCUS ON Efficiency and Outcomes, 
things that can be 

measured

Stories, Ideas and 
Concepts.  Brainstorming 

and creativity

Thoughtful and time to 
gather and understand

Conversation.  
Connecting. Getting to 

know people

PREFER THIS 
ROLE ON A 

TEAM

leading, close the deal, 
negotiating 

 High profile part of work, 
being on stage, 

representing the groups 
ideas, presenting groups 

ideas

Research, Data crunching, 
analyzing evidence, 

creating documents to 
display or communicate 

data

Cheerleader, keep morale 
high, encourage others, 

create interpersonal 
connections, behind the 

scenes



STRUGGLE WITH Being Overbearing Being Self Centered Connecting to emotion/
relationships 

Being Too sensitive

STRUGGLE TO Slow down, get enough 
sleep, rest and relax

Share the glory, be quiet 
and still. Listen to others 

Move forward, make 
decisions

Be honest with true 
feelings and opinions, 

step up and out

AS A BOSS Direct and to the point, 
could be seen as 

micromaging

Fun and upbeat, 
potentially bad at 

listening, self centered

Focused on performance 
and measurable results, 

can be seen as aloof

Kind and nurturing, wants 
to have a interpersonal 

connection, can be seen 
as a pushover 

I MAY BE GUILTY OF Dominate conversation, 
dismiss other’s ideas, 
hurry up the process

Spend too much time 
talking, chasing rabbits, 
waste time, impulsive

Go into analysis mode and 
miss subtle cues and signs 

, struggle to make 
decisions 

Being too easily 
influenced. Keep ideas to 

self for fear of being 
judged or dismissed

PEOPLE TELL ME I take charge and get 
things done

Tell a great story Attend to the details and 
fact check for accuracy

I am kind and easy to talk 
to. 

UNDER STRESS I MAY Become authoritarian Make it all about me Become stubborn and 
fixated on one detail

Become overly worried 
that someone is mad at 

me.

PEOPLE WANT ME ON 
THEIR TEAM BECAUSE

I energize people with big 
results and move us to 

action fast

I have amazing ideas and 
push the team to dream 

BIG 

I attend to the details by 
researching and making 

sure we are well prepared

I include others and love it 
when the team works 

together. I keep people 
motivated even when 

things get hard

CONFLICT Is a natural and necessary 
part of life, I will initiate it 
and engage fully, I take 
charge and make sure I 

am heard

Loud and dramatic, I will 
share what I am thinking 
and likely talk more than 

listen.

Something to avoid but 
when I can’t I will try to 

stay focused on the facts 
of the matter. 

Something to avoid at all 
cost. In conflict I am 

focused on how to make it 
stop. 

TO GET WHAT I WANT I 
WILL

Tell you what I want Flatter You Build a solid case around 
the research 

Ask you for what I want

IN A MEETING I LIKE TO Take Charge and get 
things done

Brainstorm and think 
about big ideas

Take notes, ask questions, 
and present research

See how everyone is 
doing and make sure 
people feel seen and 

heard.

AS A PARENT I IDENTIFY 
MOST WITH

“My way or the Highway” “Game Night!” “Family 
Talent Show!” 

“Let’s make a chore chart!” “How are you feeling? 
Let’s talk about it”

ON VACATION “I will beat the lines and 
fast pass system and own 
Disney by the time this is 

done”

Adventure, Off the beaten 
path, novel and unusual, 

upbeat, exciting, fast 
paced

Schedule, Book, 
Reservations, Lists, Map it 

out, Make Plans in 
advance,  

Let’s spend all our time 
together, the more the 
merrier, whatever you 

want to do I’ll do it too! Is 
everyone happy and 
having a great time?

I AVOID Anything where I don’t 
feel in control of my 

outcomes

Anything that requires me 
to work in isolation and 
stay focused for long 

periods of time

Anything that requires me 
to think and act fast.

Anything that puts me on 
the spot and requires me 

to share my opinions. 

I FEEL MOST 
FRUSTRATED BY

People who can’t make 
their mind up

People who are “no fun” 
and insist on following the 

rules

People who are 
unprepared, didn’t do 

their homework.

People who are mean to 
other people. 

GRAVITATES TO Sales, Negotiating, Law PR, Marketing, 
Communications

Engineering, Architecture, 
Accounting, IT

Teaching, Administrative, 
HR, Nursing

Total each COLUMN (30)

THE CAPTAIN THE ENTERTAINER THE PURSER THE CRUISE DIRECTOR 



The Confident 
Leader 

Complete these reflection questions to better understand your Leadership Communication 
Style Profile  

1. As you read over the description of your primary style (highest score category) what 
resonated most for you about your style? 

 

2. How does your primary style influence the way you LEAD? 

How you communicate impacts your outcomes. 
Communicate effectively and your confidence as a leader 
soars. Miss the mark and watch as you struggle to lead. The 
Confident Leader Communication Style Profile helps you 
understand the how and why behind your communication 
preferences. While you may see yourself in each of the styles, 
we believe everyone has a home base, the place where they 
feel like the most comfortable version of themselves. When 
you know your primary style, you can grow in confidence as 
you grow the necessary skill sets of a great leader. 

Assessment #4



3. Looking at the other three styles, think of people you know who likely have one of 
these styles. Reflect on your relationship to this person. From a style perspective, what 
insights can you glean about the relationship? 

 

4. Every style has possible limitations/liabilities associated with the style. Where do you 
find your style doesn’t help you? Give examples.  

5. You likely recognize yourself in all four styles. This is typical. When you have the ability 
to utilize all four styles given the CONTEXT and the RELATIONSHIP you are becoming 
more FLEXIBLE as a leader. Looking at the other styles, make note of what aspects of 
that style that you identify with.  



6. How do you use COMMUNICATION to meet the seven categories for confidence: (start 
with your top scores and then consider the other styles as well) 

COURAGE CREDIBILITY CONNECTION 

CAPTIVATION CLARITY  COMMAND 

COMPASSION 
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